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Abstract—Complex homogeneous network-on-chip or heterogeneous network-on-chip increases the need of 

determining and developing simulation tools for designer to evaluate and comparison network performance. Towards 

this end, ARTEMIS tool, a matlab based simulator environment is developed. This simulator offers some collections 

of network configuration regarding to the topology graph, routing algorithm and switching strategy, including 

allocation scheme for a target application. Consequently, designers can choose the number and depth of virtual 

channels and the capacity of each link by applying an efficient allocation scheme, which is provided by this tool. 

Average latency and throughput are evaluation performance metrics that are measured with proposed simulator tool. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Network on Chip (NoC) is a promising 
communication paradigm for designing System on 
Chip (SoC) and Chip Multi Processor (CMP) [1]. In 
this interconnection network, communication 
resources such as routers and links have a tremendous 
impact on performance and power. Furthermore, these 
resources almost transfer different number of 
information flows with different data rate for a given 

application. Since the traffic pattern varies 
significantly based on the application characteristics, 
this is obvious that, allocating uniform number of 
Virtual Channels (VCs) to each router port and also 
uniform capacity to each link do not bring efficient 
design in the term of performance and power. 
Therefore, better handling traffic requirements depend 
upon to organized and careful assignment of network 
recourses based on the specific communication pattern 
of each application [2] to meet design constraints 
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(such as latency and throughput). While poor 
performance and power due to unacceptable 
assignment is the result of inefficient design. 

Developing simulation tools help designers to 
make true decisions before implementing the network 
architecture. To this end, the simulation tools should 
be capable to explore and assess the network 
architecture under performance criteria for a given 
application regard to its traffic characteristic. The 
ARTEMIS tool with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
written in matlab helps NoC designer to find their 
solutions. This simulator allows designer to configure 
and evaluate the homogeneous network or 
heterogeneous network under various performance 
parameters with studying different details of network 
design, such as topology graph, routing algorithm and 
switching strategy, including allocation scheme. To 
confirm ARTEMIS, a simple case study imports to 
this tool. Then, the homogeneous network 
configuration and heterogeneous network 
configuration of the synthetic example extracted and 
the results compared. 

The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section II 
considers previous proposed software simulations. 
Modeling of NoC in ARTEMIS is discussed in 
Section III. Then, the flow diagram of the simulator is 
investigated in Section IV. Section V explains an 
allocating scheme for discovering the efficient number 
of VCs and links capacity in the network. The 
performance evaluation parameters are described in 
the next Section. Beside, validation of ARTEMIS 
simulator is provided in Section VI. Finally, Section 
VII includes the conclusion and future works. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

Until now, many papers have developed software 
simulations with supporting particular design 
parameters for configuring NoCs [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
9]. The cycle-accurate modeling of TOPAZ in [3] is a 
suitable tool for modeling supercomputer 
interconnection networks using application traces. In 
[4] the authors tried to develop a detailed cycle 
accurate interconnection network model for full 
system framework. In [5], Jiong presents BookSim for 
simulating NoCs. This flexible simulator supports 
many design parameters for configuring large set of 
networks. NoCTweek [6] and Noxim [7] are another 
simulators implemented in SystemC. These tools 
explore the performance and energy efficiency of the 
NoC. The software simulator presented in [8] targeted 
at multiprocessor systems. The HNoCs simulator 
presented in [9] is based on OMNeT++. This tool 
capable to modeling of heterogeneous NoCs with 
variable links capacities and number of VCs per 
unidirectional port. HNOCS provides some 
performance statistical measurements. 

Except HNoCs simulator, all mentioned 
techniques, configure and evaluate the homogeneous 
network under various metrics. While, the proposed 
simulator in this paper offers some collections of both 
homogeneous network configuration and 
heterogeneous network configuration regarding to the 
allocation scheme for defining the number of VCs and 
links capacity in each router port. 

One important notable feature of any simulator is 
the simulating execution time. Compare to HNoCs, the 
execution speed of the proposed simulator in this 
paper is significantly sufficient for rapid network 
design. Additionally, ARTEMIS tool is driven by 
actual application traffic traces based on the proposed 
allocation scheme. 

III. MODELING OF NOC IN ARTEMIS 

Efficient communication in general purpose CMPs 
or application specific multi node SoCs is obtained by 
the NoC design. Simply state, in NoCs the Intellectual 
Property (IP) blocks transfer data through the network 
via routers instead of traditional bus. Each router 
connected to its adjacent routers and IP blocks with 
the specific number of ports. Each port consists of 
input buffers, switch and arbitration. The arbitration 
determines the output port. Designers can select 
different types of traffic configuration for reaching 
flits to its dedicated destination. 

The main NoC design challenge is defining 
network architecture regarding to the topology graph, 
routing algorithm and switching strategy for a target 
application. 

Until now, the proposed tool in this paper performs 
a limited set of configuration as follows: 

Topology: m×n mesh thanks to better scalability, 
regularity and ease of implementation in silicon 

Traffic distribution: true traffic characteristic of 
the target application based on different mapping 
algorithms 

Routing algorithm: deterministic routing 

Switching strategy: wormhole 

Wormhole routing is well known for efficient 
communication in NoCs designs. It is operates at flit 
level and reduces latency requirements. This flow 
control strategy without using virtual channels is prone 
to head of line blocking and significantly diminishes 
network performance. Consequently, with this tool, 
one can choose the number and depth of each virtual 
channel for preventing mentioned problem. Virtual 
channels thanks to providing alternative paths for 
incoming flits boost the network performance [10, 11 
and 12]. 

IV. FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE SIMULATOR 

This Section provides details of all required steps 
for ARTEMIS tool (Fig. 1). Besides, Fig. 2 presents 
the main page of this tool. 

These steps are as follows: 

1- An application characteristic and an 
architecture characteristic are read from input 
files. 

2- The task graph and topology graph are 
created. 

3- The placement of application tasks are 
determined by different mapping algorithms. 
Then, best mapping in term of communication 
cost and energy consumption is discovered. 
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4- All sets of flows between each source and 
destination node are drawn based on the 
deterministic routing algorithm. 

5- The percentage of each link and router usage 
are measured and the network links capacity 
and the number of VCs per router port are 
initialized. 

6- All mandatory definitions in Table 1 are read 
from input files. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of ARTEMIS

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2: Main page of ARTEMIS tool 
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7- The homogeneous network and heterogeneous 
network are created by allocation algorithm. 

8- The performance metrics are initialized and 
evaluated. 

9- The results are written to the output file. 

Briefly, the different components of ARTEMIS 
simulator are described below. 

Application graph: the application graph 
component represented task graph component as well. 
It receives the number of tasks in the target application 
as input and it draws the application graph. This 
component also displays and determines the name of 
each task, the weight and direction of each arc 
between two tasks as the required bandwidth and the 
communication direction between them respectively. 

Architecture graph: the architecture graph 
component represented topology graph component as 
well. It chooses the type of the topology and the 
number of links and routers in the specific topology 
and it builds the architecture graph and connects each 
node to one router. 

Mapping: this component maps the application 
tasks onto the topology graph based on different 
mapping algorithms. The objective of this component 
is improving power and performance of the NoC by 
discovering the mapping with minimum 
communication cost. The user can select the mapping 
algorithm and see the place of each task in the 
topology graph. 

Routing algorithm: routing path from source to 
destination is determined by routing algorithm. 
Network power and performance depend on the 
routing algorithm. This component provides the 
routing technique for reaching to destination node. 

Traffic pattern: the traffic characteristics 
component of this tool presents the actual traffic 
pattern of each application by specific routing function 
and it shows all communication flows between each 
source and destination node across the entire network. 

Allocation algorithm: This component 
parameterizes the number and depth of VCs and the 
capacity of each link by applying an efficient 
allocation scheme provided with this tool that will be 
explain in the next Section. 

Results: this tool calculates the network latency 
and throughput as the performance metrics for both 
homogeneous network and heterogeneous network. 
ARTEMIS presents the comparison results by some 
plots. 

Help: this component provides the necessary guide 
of using the simulator for the NoC designers. 

V. VCS AND LINKS CAPACITY ALLOCATION 

SCHEME  

Since router and link both influence the network 
power and performance, some of the researches 
designed heterogeneous NoC only with different 

number of VCs at each router port [11, 12 and 13] or 
only with different link capacities [10]. Furthermore, 
other works used the predefined routers across the 
network with specific number of VCs and links 
capacity [14, 15 and 16]. However, this tool 
configures heterogeneous network by performing an 
allocating scheme, which formally described in this 
Section for discovering the efficient VCs and capacity 
assignment use the actual traffic pattern of the target 
application to enhance network performance. 

More precisely, the allocating scheme decides the 
links capacity and VCs to each unidirectional router 
port according to the number of VCs and amount of 
links capacity budget for different flows. These flows 
are between communication nodes from source to 
destination with determined routing algorithm. 

Fig. 3 presents a heterogeneous router assigning 
non-uniform links capacity and VCs to each input 
channel based on the communication pattern of the 
target application for maximizing network 
performance. For example, in this Figure, the north 
router port and the connected link to this port has three 
VCs and 17MBps capacity respectively while 
distributing resources to other router ports is the same. 

The problem of VCs and links capacity allocation 
for satisfying performance under latency constraints is 
formulated based on these notations as follow: 

Given: 

1- Application graph 

2- Architecture graph 

3- Mapping function and a deterministic routing 
algorithm 

4- Total number of VCs budget 

5- Sum of network links capacities budget 

Determine: 

1- Number of VCs for each router port 

2- Amount of capacity for each network link 

Such that: 

The end-to-end latency is minimized under VCs 
and links capacity assignment. 

In Table1, the general notations and definitions 
using during following allocation algorithm are 
summarized. 

 

Fig. 3: Non-uniform links capacity and VCs at each 

router port 
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Table 1: Parameter definitions 

Notation Definition 

F The set of all flows from each source to 

destination 

f A flow from the set F. 

m(f) Mean packet length of flow f [flits]. 

λ(f) Packet generation rate of flow f [packets/sec] 

flit Flit size (bit) 

Path(f) Path of flow f composes of some links and 

routes 

F(l) The number of competing flows over link 

F(p) The number of competing flows over ingress 

port   

L The set of all links in the NoC 

l A link from set L. 

C(l ) Capacity of link  [bits/sec] 

N(C) Total amount of allocated capacity to all links 

MC(l) Maximum amount of capacity for link  

LCB Links Capacities Budget. 

P The set of all router ports in the NoC. 

p A port from the set P. 

V( p) Number of VCs at port p. 

N(V) Total number of allocated VCs to the network 

routers 

VCB VCs Budget. 

MV(P) Maximum number of VCs per port  

VCD(p) VC depth of each port p 

LE2E(f) End to End Latency of flow f 

 

Algorithm 1 defines the links capacity and VCs 
allocation scheme. At first, this algorithm initializes 
the capacity of each link (lines 1- 3), number of VCs 
and the depth of each VC (lines 4- 7) in the network. 
After initialization phase, the algorithm calculates the 
end-to-end latency by delay model in [17] for each 
flow from specific source to specific destination (line 
9). If the obtained delay is longer than target delay, the 
algorithm searches a link l (lines 11- 13) and a port p 
(lines 14- 16) with maximum number of competing 
flows between all links and all ports construct the path 
flow respectively. After that, the algorithm adds a 
positive small amount of capacity only to link l respect 
to sum of the links capacities budget. If the capacity of 
link l become more than maximum amount of capacity 
for link l, the algorithm finds the next link with 
maximum number of competing flows in the path flow 
(lines 17- 22). Additionally, the algorithm adds exactly 
one VC only to port p regard to the total number of 
VCs budget and maximum number of competing 
flows over ingress port p. If the added VC to ingress 
port p exceeds the maximum number of VCs in port p, 
the algorithm selects the next port with maximum 
number of competing flows in the path flow (lines 23- 
29). Then, the algorithm calculates the resulting packet 
delay again for this new network configuration (lines 
30 and 31).  The algorithm continues until a network 
configuration with better performance than the target 
delay is found (lines 10- 32). 

 

 

1. for each link l do 

2.        C(l )=sum (λ(f). m(f).flit)     : f∈ F, l∈ Path(f) 

3. end 

4. for each port p do 

5.        V( p) =1 

6.        VCD (p) = min C(l) 

7. end 

8. for each flow  f∈ F do 

9.        LE2E(f) is calculated by latency model 

10.        while LE2E(f)> target_LE2E(f)  do 

11.               for each l∈ Path(f) do 

12.                      l′= l with max F(l) 

13.               end 

14.               for each  p ∈ Path(f) do 

15.                       p ´=  p  with max F(p) 

16.               end  

17.               while N(C) <= LCB do 

18.                      C(l′)= C(l´)+ε 

19.                       if  C(l´)> MC(l′) then 

20.                              l′ =next l  with max F(l) 

21.                       end 

22.               end 

23.               while N(V) <= VCB do 

24.                  if (V(p′)< F(p′ )  && V(p′)< MV(p′ )) then 

25.                         V(p′)= V(p′)+1 

26.                  else 

27.                         p′ =next p with max F(p) 

28.                      end 

29.                  end 

30.                  L′E2E(f) is calculated by latency model 

31.                 LE2E(f)= L′E2E(f)   

32.           end  

33. end  

 

Algorithm 1: capacity and VCs allocation algorithm 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SYNTHETIC 

EXAMPLE  

After creating a homogeneous NoC or 
heterogeneous NoC by allocation algorithm, designers 
can evaluate the network performance based on the 
actual traffic pattern of the target application. 
ARTEMIS is capable to measure end-to-end latency 
and network throughput as the main performance 
metrics and link utilization, buffer utilization, 
communication cost as well. At first, this Section 
discuses some parameters and then confirms the 
simulation tool with a simple synthetic example. 

A. Network Latency  

The average latency for a given set of flows is 
defined as the time required for complete transfer of a 
packet from the generation of the packet until its 
arrival to the destination [17]. Flits of the specific flow 
in the source node transfer from dedicated network 
links and routers and reach to destination. The position 
of the source and destination nodes in the network and 
routing algorithm determine message latency [18]. 

The latency of the homogeneous NoC 
configuration or heterogeneous NoC configuration 
creating by allocation scheme is one of the 
performance metrics, which is explored with 
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ARTEMIS tool. The average latency is measured 
based on delay model in [17]. 

B. Network Throughput  

Throughput is another performance metric 
exploring by proposed tool. This metric indicates the 
maximum accepted traffic from the homogeneous 
NoC configuration or heterogeneous NoC 
configuration. A model for calculating the Throughput 
has been proposed in [18] (Eq.1). ARTEMIS defines 
the network throughput based on [18] as well. 

 

TP= (Total message completed). (Message length)/ 
(Number of IPblocks). (Total time)                           (Eq.1) 

C. Synthetic Example  

In order to verify the simulator, a simple synthetic 
example is used. The simulation performs based on the 
real traffic pattern and the same packet injection rate 
for all flows of the case study. The ARTEMIS tool 
evaluates the performance parameters for a set of 
flows in the NoC. 

ARTEMIS in Fig. 4 shows the name of each task 
and requires bandwidth sent from each source task to 
each destination task as the task graph for the synthetic 
example. Fig. 4 (a, b, c and d) indicate the process of 
drawing the specific application tasks with four tasks 
and six weighted connections. 

According to the task graph as shown in Fig. 4, 
application tasks map into 2×2 mesh by various 
mapping algorithms. The mapping with minimum 
communication cost and energy consumption is the 
best result. After finding the final mapping, this tool 
creates the homogeneous NoC and heterogeneous 
NoC by applying efficient allocation scheme respect to 
actual traffic of target application. 

 

 

(a) Step 1 

 

(b) Step 2 

 

(c) Step 3 

 

(d) Step 4 

Fig. 4 (a, b, c and d): Process of drawing task graph of the 

synthetic example 

 

Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7 are extracted from 
ARTEMIS tool as well. The following part explains 
these figures in detail respectively.  
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 (a) Traffic characteristics of the synthetic example 

 

(b) Homogeneous NoC configuration

 

(c) Heterogeneous NoC configuration

 

Fig. 5 (a, b and c): Process of the network design for target example
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the average end-to-end latency for the homogeneous NoC and heterogeneous NoC configurations 

in different offered load 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Comparison of the throughput for the homogeneous NoC and heterogeneous NoC configurations in different 

offered load 

 

Fig. 5(a) shows the actual traffic of the synthetic 

example extracted from ARTEMIS tool. Fig. 5 (b) and 

Fig. 5(c) present the homogeneous NoC design and 

heterogeneous NoC design in the target example 

respectively. In the homogeneous network design, the 

number of VCs per router port is one. Furthermore, the 

capacities of all links are 16 Gbps. The capacity and 

the number of VCs between each two routers in the 

heterogeneous network design are shown in the  

Fig. 5(c) as well. 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are extracted from ARTEMIS 

tool. Figure 6 compares the average end-to-end latency 

versus offered load in the homogeneous NoC design 

and heterogeneous NoC design by the analytical delay 

model in [17]. Fig. 7 presents throughput results for 

homogeneous NoC and heterogeneous NoC design 

based on the equation in [18]. 

The comparison results between the homogeneous 

NoC design and the heterogeneous NoC design for the 

synthetic example in Fig. 6 and Fig.7 demonstrate the 

performance boosting by heterogeneous NoC design. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper has presented the ARTEMIS tool to 

model the complex homogeneous NoC and 

heterogeneous NoC. This simulator is capable to 
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construct the network configuration regarding to the 

topology graph, routing algorithm and switching 

strategy for a target application. Moreover, the major 

purpose of this tool is careful non-uniformity 

assignment for enhancing the performance under 

defined criteria constraints. An efficient VC and link 

capacity allocation schemes with this tool come up this 

goal. Beside, ARTEMIS evaluates the performance of 

the designed network under actual traffic pattern of the 

target application. Although the tool provides only the 

limited set of homogeneous network configuration and 

heterogeneous network configuration, suggested ideas 

such as implementing other types of the traffic 

distribution, applying other types of routing algorithm 

and configuring other types of topology graph for the 

next version of ARTEMIS are recommended. 
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